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Surface Area Of Human Body
In physiology and medicine, the body surface area (BSA) is the measured or calculated surface area
of a human body.For many clinical purposes BSA is a better indicator of metabolic mass than body
weight because it is less affected by abnormal adipose mass.
Body surface area - Wikipedia
References and formulas used by the Body Surface Area Calculator.. The Body Surface Area
formula.. Below are the body surface area formula by Dr’s Mosteller, DuBois and DuBois, Haycock
and Boyd.
Calculating the Body Surface Area (BSA) formula
Body Surface Area Calculator. The calculator below computes the total surface area of a human
body, referred to as body surface area (BSA). Direct measurement of BSA is difficult, and as such
many formulas have been published that estimate BSA.
Body Surface Area Calculator
The BMI and BSA calculators estimate the Body Mass Index and Body Surface Area.
Body Mass Index (BMI) and Body Surface Area (BSA) - MDCalc
The surface-area-to-volume ratio, also called the surface-to-volume ratio and variously denoted
sa/vol or SA:V, is the amount of surface area per unit volume of an object or collection of objects. In
chemical reactions involving a solid material, the surface area to volume ratio is an important factor
for the reactivity, that is, the rate at which the chemical reaction will proceed.
Surface-area-to-volume ratio - Wikipedia
Henry Gray (1821–1865). Anatomy of the Human Body. 1918. XII. Surface Anatomy and Surface
Markings 1. Surface Anatomy of the Head and Neck Bones (Fig. 1193). —Various bony surfaces and
prominences on the skull can be easily identified by palpation.
XII. Surface Anatomy and Surface Markings. 1. Surface ...
The internal surface area of the gastro-intestinal tract has long been considered to be between 180
and 300 square meters. Scientists have used refined microscopic techniques that indicate a much
...
Surface area of the digestive tract much smaller than ...
Total surface area of the cerebral cortex = 2,500 cm 2 (2.5 ft 2; A. Peters, and E.G. Jones, Cerebral
Cortex, 1984) . Total surface area of the cerebral cortex (lesser shrew) = 0.8 cm 2 Total surface
area of the cerebral cortex (rat) = 6 cm 2 Total surface area of the cerebral cortex (cat) = 83 cm 2
Total surface area of the cerebral cortex (African elephant) = 6,300 cm 2
Brain Facts and Figures - University of Washington
Human body: Human body, the physical substance of the human organism. Characteristic of the
vertebrate form, the human body has an internal skeleton with a backbone, and, as with the
mammalian form, it has hair and mammary glands. Learn more about the composition, form, and
physical adaptations of the human body.
human body | Description, Anatomy, & Facts | Britannica.com
The human lungs are a pair of large, spongy organs optimized for gas exchange between our blood
and the air. Our bodies require oxygen in order to survive.
Lungs - innerbody.com
The Human Body Systems: The Brain and Nervous System. The human brain is the central
command system for the whole body. It’s a mass of about 180-100 billion neurons.
The Human Body Facts, Worksheets & Key Systems For Kids
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Reference. Harrison, C., Tan, D. Morris, D. 2010. Skinput: Appropriating the Body as an Input
Surface. In Proceedings of the 28th Annual SIGCHI Conference on Human ...
Chris Harrison | Skinput
Hair is an accessory organ of the skin made of columns of tightly packed dead keratinocytes found
in most regions of the body. The few hairless parts of the body include the palmar surface of the
hands, plantar surface of the feet, lips, labia minora, and glans penis.Hair helps to protect the body
from UV radiation by preventing sunlight from striking the skin.
Integumentary System - innerbody.com
The human brain is the command center for the human nervous system. It receives signals from
the body's sensory organs and outputs information to the muscles.
Human Brain: Facts, Functions & Anatomy - Live Science
TITLE: Blood Flow through the Human Heart SOURCE: Alters & Alters, Biology: Understanding Life,
First Edition, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. © 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc ...
Animation - Sumanas, Inc.
Skin is more than a fleshy surface for pimples, tattoos and wrinkles. Skin is the body's largest
organ, and along with hair, nails, glands and nerves, is part of the integumentary system ...
Skin: The Human Body's Largest Organ - Live Science
Henry Gray (1821–1865). Anatomy of the Human Body. 1918. 6. Surface Markings of the Thorax
Bony Landmarks.—The second costal cartilage corresponding to the sternal angle is so readily
found that it is used as a starting-point from which to count the ribs.
XII. Surface Anatomy and Surface Markings. 6. Surface ...
Brain The brain aids us to think, comprehend, and create. Marked by folds that meander through
the surface area of the brain, the signals in the form of information, are passed from the brain as
they navigate through the spinal cord, and then transported to other parts of the body.
Human Body Diagram - Bodytomy
Pressure points are specific sensitive areas on the surface of the body. You can exploit a pressure
point for many uses. Martial artists quickly disable attackers by using a simple but forced push on a
pressure point. Stimulation of pressure points also helps to relieve pain and assists in massage
therapy.
List of Pressure Points in the Human Body | Livestrong.com
The human body is an incredibly complex and intricate system, one that still baffles doctors and
researchers on a regular basis despite thousands of years of medical knowledge.
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